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'l'he CHAIRMAN (Burma):. 1 declare open the one hundred and thirty-ninth 

plenary meeting of the C9nference of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament. 

Mr. t§ARAPTi_IN · (Uriion of SoYiet Socialist Republics) (translation from Russian): 

The main task befoye the Committee is to prepare a treaty on general and complete 

disarmament . It is towards this goal that our efforts should be directed, ,since,. in 

the presen·c dtue/Gion, gene:!:'al Emd complete disarmament i~ the principal means of 

ensuring a lasting peace. Lt the s0"me time: the Soviet Government has repeatedly 

pointed out the need to make efforts to reach agreement on a number of measures likely 

to lessen international tension and aimed at ensuring the security of States and thereby 

faciliia·i:,ing the accomplishment of' general and coraplete disarmament. 

The developments i n the international situatior. today show very clearly that to these 

ends effective measures must be te~-cen which woulo. bring about a positive improve~r.ent of 

international conditions in the direction of normhlizing the .. siiu·atioh iri.· t ·he world. At 

present, eighteen years after the end of the Second Wo rld War, the situation in the 

world not only has . not been no :;,·malized but contains a ll the features of the cold war, 

Whi ch iS becoming eve r. IDOre extensive and Yehement from y ear to year. 

We a r e now witne .>sing a .situation '"hich is aJ.togethe:t· un~sual in timE:).:. ?f. ? eac e . 

Never before in pe~ce-time has an armaments race reached the pitch it has reached today. 

The number of Staten compri sed in nilitary a lliances has neve r been so great as at the 

pre s ent time . The deployment of a rmaments and a1·med forc e s at milita ry base-s - l0:eated 

on foreien territories has never been so extensive as it is today. The cold wa r has 

assumed such 1:1 characte-r and intensity that r-n outbreak of armed conflict may b e 

expected anywhe:::-e and et, any moment, a conflict which in this day and age could turn 

into a ~miv zrsal n:l ,~l ear ni.ssil e war wiJ.jhin a matter of hours .• 

I n order to improve the str-,te of int ernational toffairs·, whet- a re needed are speedy, 

effectiYe and, if' po ssible , s :i_n:ple n easure s to ~Jtart with, v;hich would have a positive 

effect on the d ev elcpn ent of the mutual rela tions between Sta-tesand, in the first p lace, 

between the St a t es belon ging to the two opposed nilitury groupings . It w!l.s precisely 

for this :ce ason that the Soyi e-t Government su bnit t ed t? __ , -~~':l . Comrn~,tte~ a ,1}1;11Dqe,r of 

proposals aimed a t impn)ving the internationa l situation~'- - ., · . .. 

What is the situation w:ith regar d to the consideration of these Soyiet proposals 

by the Comnittee? In ou r statement at today's meeting we shall speak about the Soviet 

Union 1 s proposal (EIWC/77 ) f or the conclusion of a non-aggression pact between the two 
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military groupings; At subsequent meetings we shall state our views on other proposals 

for collateral measures. We have already pointed out that the proposal for the 
conclusion of a non-aggression pact has met with recognition and approval not only in ·· 

the socialist and non-aligned countries, but also in :public and even government circles 
of the Western Powers. The views on this subject of President Kennedy and the 

United Kingdom Prime Minister Macmillan, who have spoken in favour of concluding such 

a pact between the NATO a~d the Warsaw Treaty countries, have been quoted here on 
numerous occasions. 

It is also appropriate to quote the recent statement in this regard mad.e by a 

prominent NATO leader, the former Secretary-General of that organization and now 
Minister for Foreign Affairs of Belgium, !o/Ir. Speak. About ten days or perhaps a 
fortnight ago, in reply to a question put by a correspondent of Izves]ia who asked 
him what his opinion was regarding the Soviet proposal for the conclusion of a non-

aggression pact between the NATO and the Warsaw Treaty countries, Mr. Spaak said: 
"I should. like to stress that I bave more than once stated my opinion 
on this subject, and this opinion is positive. Of course, there are 
people in the world who think that, since we have the United Nations 
Charter and other international agreements, that is enough. But to 
talk like that amounts to giving no reply to a vital question. There 
is no doubt that the non-aggression pact you mention would play a 
positive role. I would say without hesitation that the idea of such 
a pact should be accepted. Its conclusion could become a very positive 
factor in improving relations between the two worlds." 
We must pay tribute to Mr. Spaak, who , in spite of the position adopted here in 

the Co~ittee by the representatives of other Western Powers, frankly, unequivocally 
and unreservedly spoke in favour of accepting the Soviet proposal for a non-aggression 
pact. Mr. Spaak has witnessed the tremendous calamities brought upon the peoples of 
manY countries by two world. wars and their consequences. · L.s the former Secretary-General 

of NATO he had an opportunity to become acquainted with modern means of destruction and 

to get a clear idee of the catastrophic consequence s which a nuclear missile war would 

have for the peoples of Europe, and particularly for densely-populated Western Europe. 

He drew the proper conclusion from all this, and did not hesitat e t o speak of the need 

to conclude a non-aggression pact between the NATO countries, on the one hand, and the 
Warsaw Treaty eountries, on t he other. 

Unfortunately, the r epresentatives of the Western Powers in the Eighteen-Nation 

Committee on Disa rmament, who shout from the roof-tops that NATO is a purely defensive 
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organization of the Western Powers and has no intention of attacking .anyone, in 

reality prove the exact opposite by refusing to accept the Soviet proposal for the 

conclusion of a non-aggression pact. 

Speaking on 27 February 1963, the Chairman of the Council of Ministers of. the USSR, 

Mr. Iauushchev, said: 

".In order to inprove the situation in Europe, what could be more 
natural than to conclude a non-aggression pact between the Warsaw Treaty 
countries and the countries belonging to NATO? Such a pact would not 
upset the balance of power and would be an inportant moral victory for 
the peoples. But that is sonething the Western Powers are unwilling 
to accept." 
Despite the fact that the conclusion of a non-aggression ,act would have quite 

obvious and indisputable positive c.:msequences for the consolidation of peace and an 

improvement in the international situation, no progress has been noted in regard to 

consideration of this question in the Eighteen-Nation Coi!lmittee. ·The representl'.tives 

of the Western Powers have put forward a number of procedural objections age.inst 

consideration of this question in the Conmittee as well a s substantive ones against the 

conclusion of such a pact. 

In his statement on 17 May the representative of Czechoslovakia, Mr. SiEtcV'ic, very 

precisely summarized and thoroughly analysed the objections of the Western Powers and 

advanced convincing arguments to refute them (Ei:IDC/PV.lJJ, pp. 7 et seg.). He . cited 

the following muin objections of the ·western delegations to the non-aggression pact, 

and brought convincing argunents against them: 

1. The proposed pact should be considered in another forum. The Eighteen-Nation 

Committee do es not include a nuober of NATO and Warsaw Treaty States and is therefore 

not competent to study this question. 

2. This proposal involves political problems the study of whi<..h goes beyond this 

Committee 's t erms of r eference . 

3. The proposed pact relates only t ,c _a . !larrow specific regional question which 

does not come under the category of those oroad world problems whichthe Eighteen-Nation 

Committee has been called upon to study and resolve. 

4. This proposal is a repetition of some of the already-existing obligations of 

States laid down in the United Natio!ls Charter, and therefore there is no_need for 

States to assume such obligations once again. 

5.. The proper time for the conclusion of a non-aggr e ssion paci;. ha,s not yet 

come. 
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6. The proposed pact envisages the normalization of the situation in Europe 

and is linked with the existing boundaries between the European States. The assumption 

of obligations in these fields is not in keeping with the interests of the Western 

Powers. 

Those are the basic objections put forward by the representatives of the Western 

countries belonging to NATO against the consideration of the question of a non-aggression 

pact. Lll the aforementioned objections of the Western Powers to the conclusion of a 

non-aggression pact have been very thoroughly analyzed in previous statements by the 

representatives of Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Poland and Romania. We, too, have dealt 
with these questions in our statements. Therefore today we should like to summarize 

briefly our arguments and views in regard to the col<lpletely unconvincing and wholly 

unfounded objections of the i7estern Powers to the consideration of our proposal for the 

conclusion of a non-aggression ~act. 
1. The thesis that this Committee does not include a number of. NATO and Warsaw 

Treaty States and is therefore not coQpetent to study a non-aggression pact was ~ut 

forward by the United States representative, Mr. Foster, on 20 February (ENDC/PV.lOO, p.50) . 

We have refuted that thesis and shown it to b9 completely unfounded. If we were to 

adopt that sort of reasoning, the Eighteen-Nntion Committee would not be able at all to 

consider a single item on its agenda. 

The problems of general and conplete disarmament concern all peoples and State s 

without exception. The question of the cessation of tests concerns not only the 

nuclear Powers but, just as in 'the case of disarmament, abso lutely al~ countries and all 
peoples. J.ny collateral measure aimed at lessening international tension and fecilitating 

disarmament also . concerns, dii·ectly or indirectly, 'ctany of the States ppt represented 

here. All the one hundred and eleven States Members of the United Nations are deeply 
interested in the solution of all these problems. 

But we are still considering all these problems in the Eighteen-Nation Co~ittee. 

As we all know, the Committee cannot take a final decision: it merely prepares 

recommendations. But in taking a decision all the States concerned will participate. 

When a recommendation has been agreed upon here, any State directly interested in any 

particular .question will have the time and op~ortunity t o express its attitude towards 

the recommendation a~reed upon by the Conmittee. Only by virtue of such an interpretation 

of its competence does the Committee, consisting of the representative s of e i ghteen , ac·~uc.lly 
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:::;0V'"G::ltoen, Sttes, consicler quo.stic~1s c.n:~ problcu s d:iroc'-vly o:::J.icerni·~ ii· n.ll the courrtries of the wo:cl_d. 
Therefore the objection of the United State s to the consideration of the :proposed :met 

i n the absence of certain Sta tes concerned has no legal value and no political 

justification. 

2. The thesis that the proposed pact is a politica l question, not envisaging 

eny k ind of disarma@ent and therefore outside the terms of reference of the Committee , 

wa s :1dvanced by the United States representatives, Mr. Foster and .Mr. Stelle, on 

20 February (ibid.) and 3 May (ENDC/PV.l27, p.27). L t our neeting of 17 May the 

Uni t ed States representative said: 

"Surely we have e:1ough to occupy our time in the field of disarmament 
without engaging in l ong discussions about the merits or lack of merits 
of general political proposels". (ENDC/PV .133. p.34). 

By "general politicel proposals" the United State s -representative I!leant the Sovi et 

proposal for the conclusion of a non-aggression pact. Enough has already been sa id 

here on the flinsiness of that thesis, and one can only repeat that the problem of 

disarmament is precisely the most political problem of all by its nature and its 

consequences. ~11 the other problems studied by the Committee are also political question s, 

whether proposals relating to collateral or pertial measures, which do not envisage direct 

disarmament measures, or the question of the cessation of nuclear weapon tests. 

The Western Powers' obj ections to the Soviet proposal for the conclusion of a 

non-aggression pact are all the more groundless since this proposal is fuily in k eeping 

with the aims which, according to the Committee's decision, collateral I!leasures should 

serve. According to the Committee's decision, proposals relating t o collateral mec.sure s 

are aimed nt the lessening of international tension; the consolidation of confidence 

among States; . and facilitating general and complete disari!lament (ENDC/1/bdd.l). The 

conclusion of a non-aggression pact would be fully in keeping with these aims. Therefore 

the thesis put forward by the United States delegation that the Committee is not coopetent 

t o consider this Soviet proposal is altogether groundless and unjustified. 

3. The thesis that the proposed pact relates only to regional European probl ens 

and therefore does not cone within the category of questions considered by the Cornnittee 

w:1s put forward by the Canadian representative, Nr. Burns, on 3 May (ENDC/PV.l27, p.l8 ). 

We should like to :point out the complete lack of f oundation of this argument also f or 

two r .easons. 

First, the proposed pact is not of a regional character. Even the stricte st pedant 

and dry-as-dust formalist could not describe a non-aggression pact between the NATO 
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countries and the Warsaw Treaty countries as a limited regional agreement. In the 

first place, it must be pointed out that this pact would directly a.ffect States in 
Europe, North America and Asia. Minor. The politico.! significance and the beneficial 

effects of such a pact would undoubtedly extend far beyond the geographical bounda.ries 

of the States it covers. 

It should be easy for everyone to understand that a non-aggression pact between 

the NATO and the Warsaw Treaty countries would bind the United States and its Ill..TO allies, 

on the one hand, and the Soviet Union and its Warsaw Treaty allies, on the other, with 

an obligation not to attack one another. No one will deny that the Soviet Union and the 

United States, which represent the basic, main power respectively of each of the two 

contracting groups, are States whose importance and influence are felt literally 

throughout the world and are therefore rightly called world Powers. If these two world 

Powers, the Soviet Union and the United ~tates, bind themselves through the aforesaid 

pact between the NATO and the Warsa~ Pact countries with an obligation not to attack 

ecch other, it is clear to AVeryone that this obligation would be of a, world-wide 

Gharacter; this, in fact; is implied in the actua.l text of the draft non-aggression 
pact. 

Of course, this obligation would not be assumed in order to tie our hands by this 
pact, say, in Europe while remaining free to attack each ether in other parts of the 

world. Therefore the Soviet proposal for the conclusion of a non-aggression pact should 
be considered in a broad political context es it deserves. Consequently a non-aggression 

pact between the NATO States and the Warsaw Treaty States would in no way be a sort of 
limited regional egreement. It would have universal significance. As you see , this . 
argument of the Western Powers do es not stand up to criticism. 

We have already quoted the words of Mr. Spank, who said that the conclusion of 
such a pact would help to improve relations between the two worlds. His reference to 
two worlds clearly shows that the conclusion of a pact would have world-wide significance. 

This is also evidenced by many other facts, in particular the interest in this question 

which is being shown literally in every part of the world, including Asia, Afri~a, 

Latin Junerica and so on. This can be seen, for example, in the statements of the 

representatives of Nigeria, Mexico, Brazil and Ethiopia, who have pointed out the great 

significance of this proposal. Further evidence of this can be seen in the quotations 

given by the r epresentative of Czechoslovakia, Mr. Simovic ( ENDC/PV~l33, p.9), from 
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sto.tements by leading personalities in Indonesia n,nd the Der,~ocratic Republic of Vietuam, 

and. even statements made by President Ken..'ledy in November 1961 ·· and in October 1962, 

which have already· been quoted here on nut!Jercus occasions by the representatives of. 

vo.rious cotiiltriel'f. 

The question of concluding a non-aggression pact between the IlATO n,nd the Wnrsmv 

Treety countries undoubtedly has world-wide significance, n ot to mention that~ eve!.l 

fcmally, such a pact would cornprise countries situe.ted on three continents. H woulC, 

in fo.ct contribute to the improvement of relations throughout the world, since it wou~(~ 

help to cree.te confidence between the two worlds: the countries belonging to the 

We stern nilitary alliance, and the socialist countr'ies pe.rties to the Warsaw: Treaty. 

This pact is aimed at normalizing the situation in the most important and sensitive arc1 

of \Wrld politics: the rrutal relations of the States which are keeping :powerful armed 

forces facing each other in the centre of Europe. 

As the representative of Romania, Mr. Macovescu, has'. pointed out, the members of 

these two "organizations, NATO and the Vlarsaw Treaty Alliance, are Stntes which by virtue 

of their geographical position, size and military potential, and of the fact that they 

include all the nuclear Powers, and also becnuse of their economic resources and their · 

importance in international r e lations, have a considerable influence on the. internetional 

situation throughout the world. Therefore the arguments of '/Testern delegations thn,t 

the non-aggression pact proposed by the Soviet Union would be of a regionc.l character 

are without any foundation. 

In this connexion we should like to esk them a question. Is the Committee not 

entitled to consider :r:egional arrangements? In the opinion o:t; the representatives ,o f 

the Western Powers, is the Committee not entitled to consider such questions as the 

creation of denuclearized zones in Africa, in Lutin J.~.merica, in Cen.tral Europe, in tho 

1-lediterrenean basin, in the Baltic area or in Northern Europe, which i n a forma l s ense 

.c.re also' of a regional character but are essentia lly international :problems the world -

wide signific.ance of which is beyond dispute? If agreement were reached on the s.e 

que stions, . it would be a tremendous step towc.rds solving the problems relcting to 

so-called collater£11 measures. iJorecver, it should be noted that the thesis thct t h is 

Committee is n ot competent to consider regional quest ions i s in itsel f en n,rtificie l 

on e . There are n o provisions or limitations preventing this Committee from considerinr; · 

problems .of .a r egional cha racter. 
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Thus the thesis that the regional character of the proposed pact prevents this 

question from being considered in the Committee is completely unfounded~ This thesis 

is being used by the Western Powers in order to avoid considering this vitally essential 

and clear proposal, which can easily be implemented. 

4. The thesis put forward by the Western Powers that a non-aggression pact would 

be useless since it would be a repetition of obligations already assumed under the 
United Nations Charter has already been very thoroughly analyzed in detail and laid bare, 

in particular by the representative of Romania, Mr. Macovescu, in his statement at our 

meeting of 29 March. In that statement (ENDC/PV.115, pp. 11-13) he showed the complete 
invalidity of the aforesaid thesis of the Western Powers. And indeed, how can one 
object to_ th_e conclusion of a non-aggression pact on the ground that it reproduces a 
most important provision of the United Nations Charter? In international practice 
there are abundant precedents for the reiteration of generally-recognized principles 
and obligations. Jm example of this can be seen in the numerous resolutions of the 

United Nations General Assembly in which the principles of the United Nations Charter 

Gro rce~ffirmed C'Ver u.nd over c.go.in ancl. '1~.1icl1 ccnt:.:.in re:;_:>ec>ted appe~ls for disarmament 

end non-0.ggression. 
Whenever we meet with ~ refusal to reaffirm the most important generally-recognized 

principles, it is always connected with the counteraction of the forces which are 

pursuing a policy contrary to these principles. The refusal of the Western Powers to 
reaffirm the principles laid down in the United Nations Charter only confirms our 

assessment of the essentially aggressive aims and purposes of the North Atlantic Alliance • 
In this connexion it is very appropriate to quote again from the aforementioned interview 
of Mr. Spaak (supra, p. 5 ) , when he stated that to refuse to conclude a non-aggression 

pact on the ground that the United Nations Charter and other international agreements 
already existed would amount to giving no reply to a vital question. That is the true 
situation with regard to the thesis of the Western Powers that it would be useless to 
reaffirm the generally-recognized provisions of the United Nations Charter. 

5. The thesis that the time for the conclusion of a non-aggression pact has not 

yet come was advan~ed by the representative of Canada, Mr. Burns, and the United Kingdom 

representative, Sir Paul ~mson, at the meetings of 3 and 10 ~my (ENDC/PV.l27, p.l8; 

.pY.l30, p.l6). In defending this thesis the Western representatives stress particularly 
that certain preliminary measures would have to be carried out before the question of 
concluding a non-aggression pact could be considered. They do not specify when, in' their 

opinion, the appropriate time for the conclusion of such a pact will come. 
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The flimsiness of the thesis that it is premcture to consider this question is now 

obvious. To postpone the conclusion of a non-aggression pact until ell controversies 

between the NLTO and the Yrarsaw Treaty countries hnve been settled w·ould be tantamount 

t o abendoning all efforts nimed ct reducing internationnl tension ct ·the present time. 

The point is thct a non-aggression pcct would be velucble precisely at this time, when 

the situation is freught with possibilities of armed conflict and there is consequently 

a real need for such a pact. But when controversial problems have been settled, there 

will be no need for a non-aggression pact; such a pact will then be no more than c 

pure fornality and not a mecns for preventing eggressicn. 

i.nother thesis of Vrr. Burns also gives rise to legitimate objection: 

" ••. e non-aggression pact at some point may possib,J.y be cppropr{ate in the 
context of an East-West understanding on those broader questions". (El\"'DC/PV .127, p.li: i 

The representatives of the Western Powers, being unable to deny the positive significr.ncc 

of the proposal for the conclusion of such a pact and, on the other hand, being anxious 

t o prevent the accomplishment of such a measure, are trying to make ngreement on this 

question depend upon cgreement on a wider range of questions. 

It can easily be seen, however, that the attempt to make the conclusion of a non-

uggression pact depend upon the settlement of c. wider range of questions cmounts in 

fact to rejecting the pact, because such n condition immediately makes the conclusion of 

a pact en extremely difficult end complicated problem doomed to endless procrastinction. 

In using such tactics the Western Powers are obviously trying to postpone the conclusion 

of a non-cggression pcct to the Greek Calends --that is, in fact, to cvoid it. By 

mE',king the conclusion of a non-aggression pact conditional upon a series or package of 

agreements, the Western Powers are in fact rejecting the proposal fo.r the improvement 

of the mutual relations between the NATO and the Warsaw Treaty countries, imd are ccting 

as opponents of the reduction of international tension. 

In this connexion we should like to draw attention to the attempts of the 

representatives of the Western Powers to rmke out that the non-nggression pact is a 

mecsure thct serves only the interests of the socialist countries. Having depicted cr, 

I vrould say, distorted the matter in that way, the Vlestern Powers could not .resist the 

te:nptation to meke the non-aggression pact a subject of political bargcining. They try 

to impose on the sociclist countries vo.rious kinds of conditions nnddemands in exchange 

for their agreement to conclude such f', pact. Haggling on questions of wcr and peace, on 

questions of international security, is a regrettnble feature of the policy of the Western 

Powers, a feature which has been preventing progress in all fields of the Commit.tee' s work. 
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6. The thesis that the pact envisages the normalization of the situation in 

Europe and is linked with the existing boundaries and therefore cannot be considered 
in the Cot:li!littee was put forwcrd by the representative of Canada, Vu-. Burns, at our 

meeting of 3 May (ibid.). If the Western Powers are opposed to the normalization and 
stabilization of the international s ituation, especially in those areas of the world 

which are most important from the standpoint of ensuring peace, one is bound to come 
to the conclusion that all the efforts of the Committee to work out measures aimed 
at the lessening of international tension are doomed to failure, as are all attempts to 

reach agreement on disarmament. If the Western Powers are opposed to ensuring 
international security in this area on the basis of the existing boundaries, what 

alternative have they in mind? The alternative can only be what the militarist and 

revanchist circles of We~t Germany are insisting on: the building-up of a military 

striking force f or the purpose of bringing about by force a revision of the existing 
boundaries in Europe. 

As recent events have shown, this is precisely what certain circles in the West, 
and above all in the Federal Republic of Germany, are striving for. It is they who 

demand a broadening of the armaments r ace, the equipping of the NATO armed forces with 
nuclear weapons, and the creation of a mult~lateral rind nultinational nuclear f orce; and 
it is they who oppose all measures which would l ead to the normalization and stabil.ization 

of the situation in this most sensitive and important area of international political 
life. They are obviously not interested in the normalization of r elations between the 
I~.TO and the Warsaw Treaty countrie ~, and for this reason they oppose in every possible 
way not only the conclusion of a pa ct, but even the consideration of the question of 
concluding a non-aggression pact between the two military groupings. 

Mr. Burns asserted that the Federal Republic of Geroany has no aggressive designs. 
He said: 

" ••• I should like also t o empha size that at the London Confer ence in 1954 
the German Government made a declaration by which it undertook nev er t o 
have recourse to f orce t o a chieve the r eunification of Germany or the 
modification of the present boundarie s of the Federal Republic of 
Germany. 11 (ENDC/PV.l33, p.l8) 

In that case why do the Federal Republic of Germany and the other Western Powers, and 

Mr. Burns himself, obj ect t o the conclusion of a non-aggression pact on the gr ound that 

it is l i nked with t he que stion of the exi sting boundarie s i n Europe ? 
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The point is that ~rr. Burns, in putting f orward the question of boundaries as an 

obstacle to the conclusion of a non-aggression pact, frankly expressed ideas about which 

the other representatives of the Western Powers prefer to keep silence. The revnnchist 

forces of Western Germany have not renounced their intention t o r edraw the map of 

Europe. In his statement of 27 February the Head of the Soviet Governoent, lvlr. Khrushchev 

said: 

"The ·Government of Viestern Gernany openly declares its disngreel!lent 
with the existing boundo.ries. The revanchists are hetching plans to 
change the existing situation in Europe by force end to destroy the 
German De~ocrntic Republic. But after all it must be understood that 
this situation can be changed only by military means. It cannot be 
seriously believed that the governments of the Socialist countries 
will be like certain leaders of the West who use their territory and 
the interests of their peoples as bargaining points". 
TI1e refusal to conclude a non-aggression pact and the atte~pt to justify this 

attitude by the argunent that this question should be linked with the problem. of 

settling the existing boundaries -- all this clearly reflects the striving of the 

revanchist forces to retain their freedom of action in regard t o redrawing the map of 

Europe, that is, their freedom of action in regard to unleashing a war. 

But everyone understands that the conclusion of a non-aggression pact would bind 

the hands of those forceb which are preparing fer aggression, for revenge. i>..nd it 

is significant that, apart fro&J Western Germany, only the representatives of the 
United States and Canada -- that is, the representatives of countries which are thouscnds 

of niles awey from Europe --have spoken against a non-aggr ession pact. But the peoples 

of Europe wholeheartedly support .the proposal for the conclusion of a non-aggre ssion 

pcct. Significant in this regard is the state&Jent of the Belgian Minister of Foreiga 

Lffa.irs, Mr. Spank, who ga.v e it his full support. 

We have analysed the aain nrgunents and r eesons advanced by the Western representativ<: ~ 

against consideration of the Soviet proposal for the conclusion of a non-aggr ession pact 

between the NATO and the Warsaw Treaty countries. As a r esult of this analysis it i s 

impossible not t o come to the conclusion that the Western Powers are not interested 

in an agreement or in the adoption of the measures under consideration by the Coomittee 

aimed at the l e ssening of internationa l tension and facil itati ng disa rmament . Their 

arguments against consideration of the Soviet proposal for a pact are strikingly 

unconvincing, baseless and unsound, and, l et us be frank, l a cki ng in good wi ll. The 

fact that the representatives of the United States and Canada, which are thousands of 
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miles away from Europe, object to the conclusion of a pact shows that the political 

leaders of these countries are profoundly indifferent t o the interests and aspirations 

of the peoples of Europe. 
The attitude of the representatives of the Western Powers towards the question of 

a non-aggression pact shows that the Western Powers do not want to be bound by a non-

aggression pact. But then everyone can and QUSt with very good reason draw the 

inevitable conclusion -- and it will, of course, be absolutely right that the 
Western Powers are preparing for attack, for aggression, in order to achieve their 

political ains. One should not underestimate the extremely negative consequences that 
would arise as a result of the failure of our negotiations on measures aimed at the 
lessening of international tension and facilitating ' disattJs.mcnt. 

We must emphasize that the refusal of the Western representatives to consider the 
proposal for a pact would have a certain negative effect not only on the work of our 
Committee but on the development of the international situation as a whole. The attitude 

of the Western Powers towards this question is bound to give rise to concern and alarm 
anong all those who wish for the implementation of concrete measures aimed at assuring 

international security. 
We appeal _to the Western Powers to reconsider their negative attitude towards the 

question of a non-aggression pact and to take a more constructive attitude in these 
negotiations. Being a simple question, which does not infringe aQYone 1 s interests and 

does not to any extent upset or affect either the military or the political balance of 
power existing in the world at the present time, the proposal for the conclusion of a 
non-aggression pact is at the same time the touchstone by which it is easy to test to 
what extent the Western Powers really desire a relaxation of tension in international 

relations. 

Mr. STELLE (United States of America): Our Soviet colleague has given us this 
morning a lengthy and detailed statement in whch he has attempted, with maQY arguments 

and counter-arguments, to set forth the po'sition of the West and of the United States 
del egation on the question of discussing in this Committee a non-aggression pact between 

the NATO and the Warsaw Treaty States. 

His description of the United States position was so complicated that I think it 
might be best to state again simply what that position is. It is quite simple . 
No one would deny that measures of di sa rmament and arms control have an i Qportant politica l 
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No one would deny that the solution of political problems could have an 

immediate and strong influence on progress in measures of disarmament and arms control. 

There is a general distinction, although adiJi ttedly it cannot be dravm too finely, 

between disarnament and arms control measures on the one hand, and political problems 

on the other hand. Furthermore, a host of political prcblel!ls are crying out f or solution; 

but if we were to attempt to di~cuss all of then we should turn this Conference into a 

general ·political conference and abandon our responsibilities as a d isarl!lament conference. 

This neans that one of our real responsibilities is to attempt to make the best 

judgeoent we can cbout what measures we cnn most usefully discuss here in this 

Disarmament Conference. It is the judgement of the Goverrnaent of the United States, 

in exercise of that res:;:>onsibility, thct the question of a lifLTO-Warsaw Treaty non-

aggression pact is not an appropriate one for discussion in this Conference, and that 

we can spend our time much more usefully in discussing a Yroriety of other questions. 

That is the position of the United States; it is a v ery sir.~ple one, nnd not at all 

complicated. 

As to which other questions we might b0st discuss, on Friday last (ENDC/PV.l36, 

pp. 12 et seg.) I described to the CorJ..':li ttee the generd :9hi~o sophy and attitude with 

which the United States delegation approaches our discussiol1 of collateral r.1e~sures, 

and the nature of the measures which we think. would he-ve the greatest . chance of : oecooing 
the subjects of early ngrem:~ent. At that sar.1e meeting, end et our i·,Ionday meeting this 
week (ENDC/PV .137), we heard st:1tements from the Ecstern 0.elegations here regnrding a 

variety of collo:teral me11s1,1res sponsored by the Soviet Union. Those stater:~ents lead us 

t o recognize again t~ct there exists a major difference between_ the :1pproaches of the 

Eastern and the Western delegations to our search f or agreement on measures short of 

general and complete disCT[lament. Since that difference could block prospects for 

success, I wish t o state once ngc.in the views of the United States d_el~gl1tion on this 

problem. We can only hope th~t c. clec.r er understanding of what we believe should be our 

common approach might leoo t o o. more fruitful exchange of views with the Eastern 

delegations on discovering those measure~ which seeo promising and desirabl e t o both 

sides. 

For over a year now we hc.ve all, ostensibly v.t , l east, been agr eed -- as our Sovi et 

colleague pointed out this morning -- on the purposes which collo.teral measures should 

·' s:erve : nru!lely the r eduction of interne.tional tensions, the proootion of ,confidence among 
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States, and the facilitating of agreement on general and complete disarmament 

(ENDC/1/Ad.d.l). Last Firda.Y IllY delegat-ion expressed its belief (ENDC/PV.l36 1 p.l2) 

that -in order to achieve' those purpcises, ·collateral measures should and indeed must 

be in the mutual interest of both East and West. For OUr part, we wou1d not expect 

-~he Soviet Union to agree to a measure' which in its view was tmfair . or <;me-sided, not 

only because we know that would be unrealistic, but primarily bec.aus'-e such a m~·asura 

would n:ot help to . reduce international tension· ·or to bUild confidence. on the contrary, 

a measm·e · of that kind, we believe, would only tend to aggravate the present situation 

r.nd increase mutual! suspicion. ·Since, in the present unfo'rtunate international 

a+.mos'phere ~f distrust, States will naturally be inclined to be most wary of the possible 

COnsequences Of any collateral measure I we believe that e 'arly steps - WhiCh Can .be ., · 

tali:en befor'e the beginning of tlie implementatfo·n of a disarmament treaty -- ~will ~lmost 

ine't"itably have to be modest. Moreover, their weight Will have to fall · in .an :equal · and 

balanced wa.Y on both sides, and each side will have to be convinced that such steps 

will be iri its own interest. 

There has been much discussion during our recent meetings about the importance · 

for na:liional security of maintaining a balance in disarmament measures; .· and we seem 

to be agreed that this principle of balance must be applied to collateral measures 

as well as to the stages of general and complete disarmament~ .· As we all lmow only 

J(iOO well, in the world of toda.Y each S~ate has to ltok to its own security· interests 

and the interests of . its allies, aild it is unlikely to let itself be convinced· of the 

desirability of aQY measure which it feels might jeopardize that security. 

Last week we referred (ibid. pp~ 12 et seq.) to the example of the United States 

proposals to reduce the risks of war. We believe that Societ acceptance in principle 

(ENDC/PV~ll8 1 p.52) of our proposal (ENDC/70) for establishing a direct communications 

link was based on rec6gnition of the potential value of this measure to both sides. At 

the same time the Soviet delegation has professed to believe that our suggestions, with 

1'e gard to advance notification of major militai-y movements (ibid.' p.4) and exchanges' 

of military missions (ibid., p.8) would somehow tbreat'en th& secUl'ity of the Sovi:et 

Unior... ·· 

As we have said I we believe that this reaction indicates a lack of understanding 

of the United states proposal s 1 and we still hope that the Soviet Uriion will give them · 

serious reconsideration in due course. The United States delegation put them forward · 
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precisely ~ecause we believed, as we still believe, ·that they repr;sent modest but 

nevertheless mutually-advantageous measures. However, it is obviously for the Soviet 

Union _in the last instance to decide whether anY specific measure advanced by the 

'Cnited states or by any other delegation would, in its view, enhance or jeopardize 

Soviet national security. 

I have felt it necessary to dwell on these questions of mutual interest and of 

balance in connexion with collateral measures because of some rather extraordinary 

remarks which we have heard during the last week in this regard. At the meeting 

last Frid~ our Czech colleague 8~vanced some arguments in support of the Soviet draft 

declaration on renunciation of the use of foreign territories for the stationing of 

strategic nuclear delivery vehicles (ENDC/75). In attempting to answer Western 

criticism that the draft declaration would offer unilateral military advantage to the 

Eastern countries, he first assured us that the implementation of that proposal would 

require the same commitments from all participants. But he then proceeded to argue 

that the West OP,posed the declaration because it would affect ·the network of NATO 

bases, which he termed: 

" ••• a result of l ong--term unilateral me asure s tuken by the United States 
Government Bnc1_ its c-.llies ••. " (_~pgj_!"!__:.!36~_}_.._l- ~ 2.. 

He concluded that: 

"Logic requires that before anYthing else we get rid of this unilateral 1 
lopsided· situation." (ibid}_ 

I ask members of the Committee to think for a second about those statements. They 

seem to us . contradictory. A measure cannot require the same commitments from all the 

participants and at th~ . same time serve to eliminate an alleged unilateral advantage 

that one participant has over the other. In the second place, it seems to us illogical 

to pretend that a measure which is openly directed towards undermining the established 

military position of one of the two sides in this negotiation can possibly reduce 

international tensions _, build confidence among States, or facilitate further agreements. 

It is rather difficult to believe that such a measure has been put forward with any 

seriousness in the hope that the other side could also find it of genuine interest 

when, _ by admission of the side which proposes it, the measure would rectify what that 

side _ claims to be a "lppsided situation". We submit that such a proposal can only be 

a demand for unilateral concessions by the ~'le st, and this is precisely the · case. 
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Our colleagues from the Eastern delegations have taken the same attitude in 
proposing the establishment of a denuclea.rized zone in the Mediterranean area. The 
proposal itself 1 as set forth in the Soviet note {ENDC/91) whi¢h the Soviet 
representative read into the record last Mond~ {ENDC/PV.l37, pp. 9-14), is an attempt 
to prevent the NATO defensive alliance from taking measures in the nuclear field for the 
collective security of its members. As we noted at the time, it was presented in the 

context of an all-out propaganda attack on the discussions in Ottawa regarding the 
military defences of the NATO alliance. It seems to us that in fact the proposal 
itself is obviously of minQ.r importance compared to the opportunity which it has created 
for propaganda and political attacks against NATO. 

Speaking on this subject last Mond~ {ENDC/PV.l36, p. 35 et seq), the Bulgarian 
representative launched a whole series of charges against the Western alliance. 
Unfortunately, we are becoming hardened to hearing such propaganda speeches in this 
Committee; but the Bulgarian representative ended on a truly remarkable note when he 
openly and -- it seemed to us proudly announced that the object of the Soviet proposal 
for a Mediterranean nuclear-free zone was to undermine certain actions undertaken by the 
United States and its allies in that area. 

We are, of course, aware that our Bulgarian colleague and the other Eastern 
delegations like to claim that the actions which NATO is taking in exercise of 
collective self-defence pose "a serious threat to world security". But on this point 

I would simply refer our Bulgarian colleague to tm remarks of our colleague from the 
United Kingdom last Wednesd~ which put those charges in a more sensible perspective. 

Mr. Godber said: 

"... what in fact the ~iestern Powers have said is that they need 
their overse~s b~ses in the eo.rly stc.ges of rlisr.o.rme.ment so tho.t they rnc.y 
be better ~ble· to defend themselves from nQY prospect th~t the Soviet 
Union might a.tta.ck them." (ENDC/PV .138, p. 37) 

He was speaking of general and complete disarmament, but this thought applies equally 
well to Soviet-sponsored collateral measures which seek in unilateral fashion to harass 
and obstruct Western defensive moves taken to keep NATO modern and up-to-date in the 
face of the mammoth Soviet milit~ effort. 
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I am not discussing today the substance of those proposals, and in particular the 
substance of the proposal for a Mediterranean nuclear-free zone . The Soviet 
Government will in due course receive from the United States Government whatever response 
is appropriate to its note. I would simply like t o point out how struck mY delegation 

was by the blatantly one-sided nature of the proposals with which we hc,ve been presented, 

and especially by the fact that their one-sided effect is their openly-avowed objective. 

We submit that no pretence is made by the Eastern delegati ons that these measures couldbe 
of mutual military interest or adva~tage t o the two sides. 

We believe this is not a propitious way to approach the problems with which we 

are faced. 'ile can imagine the reaction of the Soviet Union if we, for our part, were t o 

propose, f or example and as an entirely hypothetical case, that there be a nuclear-frre 
zone comprising the full terri tory of all States bordering on the Caspian Se a . Clearly, 

each side is capable of thinking up unba l anced schemes; but we believe that we in the 

West are. s ensible and responl)ible enough not to burden our Cor.ference and the world at 

large with such nonsense. 
We are attempting here t o build confidence among St at es, t o bre ach a wa ll of 

tension and mistrust. It does ~ot seem to us, nor indeed can it seem to any serious 
negotiator, that the way t o achieve this objective and t o r each agre ement on col l ateral 

measures is t o choos e propos als a i med at undermining defensive me asures which the otbe r 
side has taken to protect its security. Hilitary machines cn.n, of course, and we hope will 

be dismantled, but the only accept able way of dC? ing that is by s ound and equitable · 

agreements on disarmament. 

As I st ated l ast week, it may be possible by means of petient explanation to 

convince the other side that a certain proposal does not really j eopardize -- and indeed 

adds t o -- its security. However, this cannot possibly be the case with me asures 

which are proposed s olely t o c,ttempt t o cut down the position of the other side . For the 

sake of progress here, we hope we can get on with discussion of r ealistic me asures that 

have some chance of general accept ance by the delegations and States directly concerned. 

Mr. BLUSZTAJ!'[ (Pol and ) (translated from French): At meeting of the Committee 

held on 24 May Sir Paul i'D:as on, the representative of the United ~Ci~gdom, did me the 

honour of commenting (ENDC/PV .136,p . 25-27) on mY statement of 17 Nay laot 

(ZNDC/PV.l33, :;:.:;; . 25 et seq.), Pnc1 I t~inl<:: -'vhat I . ow·e it t o him to reply. 
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First, let me say how glad I am to note that Sir Paul Mason shares the point of 

view on the role of the Rush-Bagot Treaty, although he criticises me (ENDC/PV .136, p.27) 
for having forgotten to learn its lessons. He also asserts that the comparison that 

I attempted to make between that Treaty and th~ Soviet draft declaration is inaccurate. 

I have to note, therefore, that my arguments have not convinced him. Sir Paul Mason 
still believes that the Soyi~t draft declaration on the renunciation of the use of 
foreign territories for stationing strategical means of delivery of nuclear weapons 

(~~C/75) favours one party only, does not provide for identical obligations for both 

parties, and calls for performance by the ~:est that is not compensated by any concession 
by the Soviet Union. Sir Paul Mason concludes that it cannot be claimed that such 
proposals as these tend to ensure equality of obligation in the qualitative sense. 

I should like to go over this argument once more. The United Kingdom representative 
states that the Soviet draft declaration does not provide for identical obligations; 
but a simple reading of the text should have convinced him to the contrary. For the 
draft declaration provides for obligations that are equal for all the signatories. 
What I endeavoured to point out was that the contributions to be made by the different 
States for the application of the draft declaration would not be identical; but in 
our opinion that does not derogate from the principle of equality. 

Sir Paul Mason apparently does not agree with me on this point. 119 refuses to make 

a comparison between the general contributions of the parties to the creation of the 

state of affairs contemplated by the draft declaration, and prefers to compare specific 
contributions in the different fields of armaments. If I understand him aright, he 
considers that the principle of equality is characterized by respect for quantitative 
reciprocity: for instance, submarine for submarine, aircraft carrier for aircraft 

carrier, missile for missile and so on. Surely he must realize that, if his 
predecessors had wished to apply the same method, the 1817 Treaty between Great Britain 
and the United States would never have seen the light of d~. I hope that he is 
equally aw·are of the truth that an attempt to base our disarmament plans on r espect 

for strict equality of quantitative contributions would condemn our efforts in advance 
to certain failure. 

The Soviet draft declaration was not conceived as an abstraction; it corresponds 

to a series of mat erial condi tions which have been accumulating throughout the post-

war years. Its object is to remove from international relations the most dangerous 
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elements of friction introcluced by the cold war, ar:d it is naturQ.l that the party which 

contributed to bringing this ·. negative situation into being should make the greater 

efforls and lhe gre~ter contributions to restore the ~us _q_uo_ ~.!'.!~ and to normalize 

the situation. Inasmuch as the United states and its allies are responsible for the 

tension set up by the existence of bases on foreign territory, it is only right that 

they should bear the greeter onus of the costs of the operation. This '~oulct represent 

a contribution to the cause of collective security and, if I mS\1· use a c omparison, 

would be equivalent to a tax on the unjust enrichment 2rising out of the cold war. 

The problem can be looked at from two points of view: either that of the selfish 

interests of particular countries, or that of the general interests of the whole 

international community. Our Western c olleagues seem to h ave chosen the first of these. 

Yet it should be obvious that in giviilg P~bsolute priority t o the selfish interests of 

particular countries we shell r'1ever achieve disarname:at. The interest of the 

international community very frequently demcnds the renunciation by state s of their 

acquired rights with a view to the replacement of a,n old anc't obsolete order which n o 

longer corresponds to present requirements by a new e.nC. higher international order. 

· We have undertaken the laborious t 2-sk of negotiating a treaty on general and 

complete disarmament. We wish to agree upon the s o-called collatera l measures because 

we recognize the absolute necessity of putting ::m end t o the arme>ments race and C'f 

averting the danger of a nuclear war. '.'{e are sitting r ound this table because we are 

firmly convinced that we must break .s-.way from the existing internat i onal order in favour 

of a higher order which would give States a stronger sense o f security. Now, all this 

implies the adoption of cert a in value judgments recognized and r e spe cted by all. Our 

Western colleagues take the view that the maintenance of bases on foreign territory and 

their equipment with strategic nucle ar wec,pons is the ir natural right. Last year 1 s 

events showed that they regarC'. themselves as alone p ossessing that right. Obviously 

a very convenient point of view : you're never better l ook ed after than when you do 

it yourself. 

I must s ay, however, that I do not unde rstand h ow the We stern Powers can r e concile 

this attitude with their declared c oncern f or the principle of equality. For if you 

admit that the maint enance of f or eign b a ses e quipped with strategic nuclear weapons is 

a natural right, then you must c oncede the s ame right equ11lly t o 11l l States;· or, if 

you consider th11t the existence of such b 2.ses c onflicts with the interests of collective 

security, then y cu should demanc~ their immediate liquidation, whatever the c onditi ons of 

the ir establishment and whatever c ontribut i on the parties will make in orde r t o attain 

such an obj ectiv e. 
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In my st'atemexi.t today I should like to touch briefly on artJtb.er StfDErl. JLt t'he meeting 
of ihe Committee he-ld on 2~- Hay Jl1h·. St~::lle, the repr~:sentc.tive ofi:he United Sk".te.s, protesting 

a.gchgt-the detll.Iriction by SJC:icilist romtries of the rearming of Western Germany' accused us of 

waging a campaign of hatred against the German people (ENDC/PV.l36,p. 15 ). Of course, 

I do not want to take up too much of the Committee's time in giving our views on the 
German problem, but I cannot let pass in silence a statement which is a flagrant and 

intolerable distortion of reality. 
First of all, a word on the method used by the United States representative. He 

wanted to make the Committee believe that our attitude towards the Federal Republic 
of Germany coincided with our judgment of the German people as a whole. I want to 

correct this at once. Our criticism is not directed against the German people; it is 
concerned only with certain political tendencies which are at present emerging in 

Western Germany and which find expression in the political acts of the Bonn Government. 
I can understand that, seen from Washington, the German problem does not look 

the some as when seen from Warsaw, Moscow or Prague. The Federal Republic is an 
ally of the United States, and the desire to defend an ally is understandable. All the 

same, such a defence should take into account reality and common sense. 
lJe denounce the Western policy towards Germany because it is responsible for 

the Bonn Government's having been able t o rebuild its military potential and convert 
the Federal Republic into the bastion of Atlantic strategy in Vestern Europe. Vle 

denounce that policy because it marks the return in the Federal Republic of Germany, 
on the political scene, of forces which in our century have plunged the world into two 
world wars from whose consequences we have suffered more than any other country. 

The process of the remilitarization of Western Germany is today being carried out 
to the accompaniment of the same slogans as accompanied the expansion of the war machine 
of Hitlerite Germany. Now, as then, the claim is for equality of armaments. In the 
inter-war period the pretext for the rearming of Germany was that it acted as the 

bulwark of Western civilization. Today the formula has been slightly modified, and 

Germany is referred to only as the vanguard of the Atlantic alliance. A country which 

has genuinely peaceful intentions does not demand equality in the field of armaments; 
it does not claim as a right full participation in the armaments race when the whole 

of mankind is calling for universal disarmament. The experience of history proves 

conclusively that demands for such equality conceal aggressive intentions. 
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I should like to say that my words are in no wxy inspired by any polemical intent; 

I n~erely want to stress the responsibility that we all have in respect of the future 

tlG-velopment of events. The Western Powers -· EIJld espooia.lly the United States ~~ want 

to confront us with the fait accompli of a. ;··~armed Germany. But thc.t is not all; they 

wo ci.ld also l:lke us to recognize this fact without a protest, to forget the lessons of 

hi::;tory, and to resign ourselYes to the violation of treaties on Germany concluded 

bei;wecn the Allies after the last world war. 

The fact that the United States seems to have forgotten so quickly the tragic 

conseq_l!ences of the growth of German militarism does not mean that we should do likewise. 

Despite the enormous loszes sustained by the Polish people, Polish policy 

to"\'ra:-:-ds Germany is not ~~ , ,-l:c/.:.ev-c!' Me-" D·te:. 1_e migi::b e..<W ·i;o the contrary -- motivated by 

h!",t .-,:-ed towards the German people. · We are anxious to collaborate peacefully with all 

tlJ- democratic elements in the German nation. We have established and are developing -

excellent relations of good neighbou~liness and close co-operation in the political, 

econc:-dc, social and cultural fields with our friend and ally the German Democratic 

Rept<oiic. We have also often exp:;:-essecl ot.r (lesire to ncrma.liz9 our relations with 

th::l Goverr..ment of the Federal Repc:.blic. That our efforts in that respect have hitherto 

b8en f .. mitless is not our fault, and I am sure that the United States representative 

k now[; i t perfectly well. 

'I'he situation i3 truly paradoxic :::.l. We are accused of waging a campaign of 

h at :red against the Gerruan people , . wherea/'1 the feelings of hostility which persist in 

V!este:;:-;: G-ermany towards the Polish poopla and other peoples of Eastern Europe are 

:r:P ~ a:: (le d as a normal phenonenon v.nd an expression of democratic and peaceful sentiments. 

Ou:~ ·,{estern co lleagues would h -c,v" Ufl adMit, f or instance, thE~,t the not orious attempts 

n crlu ir~ the Federal Republi-:: to shift the r e sponsibility f or the outbreak of the last 

w8:r ld_ war to the countries whici: W<F:e the victima of Hitle:Lite aggression are 

a:;:~,~r"ently of no significa..J.c s ; that ·the campaign carried on in West e rn Germany t o the 

e:lf9ct that the sufferings of tho Germ~ :people during the war were caused, n ot by the 

Hh•ler Goverxunent, hut by the Stat t's whi ch were the v ictims of its p olicy of aggression 

is unimportant; that t he policy of f ostering in millions of Germans the illusion that 

one day they will be able to regain the l an:l taken by force from others in the past 

is a perfect expression of the des ire for peace. 
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For our part, we shall not cease to denounce the policy of the militarist and 

revanchist circles of Western Germany and those who support them. Yle shall do so . in 

the name of milliqns of human beings who gave their ·lives to · rid the worlcl of the 

scourge of Hitlerism end :fascism. We want to cling always to the hope that the 'i!estern. 

Powers will come to understand that one does not prepare for the peace of tomorrow by 

rearming_ the aggressor of yesterday. 

Mr. SIMOVIC {Czechoslovakia) (translation from Russian): Before I begin my 

:;tatement jl should like 'i;o say a few words in connexion with the statement made by 

Mr. Stelle. 

The United stctes representative, referring to the statement made by the 

Czechoslovak delegation last Friday (ENDC/PV.l36, pp. 17 et seq,) on the declaration 

regarding ''the stationing of strategicd means of delivery of nuclear weapons {ENDC/75), 

made ~~ att~mpt t o refut our arguments showing the appropriate~ess of that measure. His 

arguments regarding the one~sided nature of the declaration were extremely unconvincing. 

It seems - end <w hcve n:! .. ::-eo.dy mentioned this many times -- thct the basis of the 

United States 1 approach to this measure is the desire to retain f or the NATO countries, 

and in the first place for the United states, the p ossibility of delivering a nucl'ear 

blow. I intend, however, t o revert to Mr. Stelle's statement at one of our future · 

meetings after I have studied the verbatim rec ord thoroughly. 

At the met3ting of our .Committee held on 27 May, the representative of the 

~ . ; _, · .. ;· 

Union of Soviet Socialist H.epublics submitted (ENDC/PV.l37,pp.9-14) a document containing 

a proposal t o decl~ the area of ·!;he Med iterranean Sea a zone free from nuclear weapons 

(ENDC /91). He announced the readiness of the Government of the Soviet Union to assume 

an obligation not to deploy any nuclear weapons or their means of delivery in the waters 

of that sea provided that simila::: obligations are assumed by the other Powers t o which 

the appeal has been addressed. Le.stly, the Government of the SoYiet Union gave its 

assurance that in the event of this proposal being implemented it would be prepared, 

together with the governments of the other countries, t o give reliable guarant·ees that 

the area of the Mediterranean Sea should be considered as being outside the sphere of 

use of nuclear weapons in the event of any military complications. 

The Czechoslovak delegatio~ has already had the opportunity at the aforesaid 

meeting of the Committee to st~te briefly its point of view with regard to this initiative 

~ of the Soviet Union (ENDC/PV.D7, p.33). It considers this t o be a new and important 
i 
l 
i 
! 
1 
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contribution to the cause of peace, which would sub~tantially facilitate the achievement 
of our main aim, an agreement on general and complete disarmament. 

The Czechoslovak delegation is of the opinion that the proposal to declare the 
area of the Mediterranean Sea a zone free from nuclear and rocket weapons comes within 
the range of the collateral measures to be discussed by our Committee in. accordance 

with the principles laid down in the work programme adopted on 23 March 1962 {ENDC/1/Add.~ 

and would lead to the lessening of international tension, the consolidation of 
confidence among states, and facilitating the solution of the problem of disarmament as 
a whole. The implementation of the Soviet Union's proposal would prevent nuclear 
weapons from being stationed in an area of such great geographic and s~rategic importance. 

It would help, in the event of military operations, to protect these countries from the 
danger of a nuclear blow. 

The Government of the Soviet Union has made this important proposal at a time 
when we are witnessing a new impetus in the efforts of the peoples of the world, aimed 

at the adoption of measures against the spread of nuclear weapons and the threat of a 
nuelear conflict. We can see quite clearly that the idea of creating denuclearized 
zones is constantly gL.:ining acceptance throughout the world'·and penetrating the 
consciousness of the peoples. I should like to recall the most important of such 
proposals: the proposal made in 1957 by the Polish People's Republic to create a 

deD1l&leo.rizeJ. zone in Central Europe (A/PV. 697, parr. 136); the proposal to create 
similar zones in the Balkans, in the Near and Middle East, in the Far East and in the 
Pacific area; the proclamation of the Antarctic as the first den•clearized zone in 
the world in 1959; the resolution adopted in 1961 at the sixteenth General Assembly of 
the United Nations declaring Africa a denuclearized zone (A/RES/1652 (XVI)); and lastly 
the valuable initiative of the Latin-American countries, whose proposal (ENDC/87) was 
recently submitted to our Committee. 

We are now witnessing new steps towards reducing the threat of a thermonuclear war. 
At the same time as the Government of the Soviet Union submitted a plan for freeing the 
Mediterranean Sea from nuclear weapons, prominent Scandinavian statesmen the President 
of Finland, Mr. Kekkonen, and the Prime Minister of Sweden, ~k. Erlander -- repeatedly 
expressed themselves in favour of creating a nuclear-free zone that would include the 
countries of Norther Europe. 

What could be more convincing proof of the vital importance of this idea of creati:ag 
nuclear-free zones and of the growing awareness of the danger of a nuclear war in the 
world than the fact that recen·t'ly even the representatives of certain countries members 
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of the aggressive NATO group, such as Denmark and Norway, have deemed it necessary 
to emphasize that their countries will not participate in the creation of the so-called 

NATO multilateral nuclear force? These Governments made these important decisions 

immediately after the end of the NATO Council session in Ottawa, where, as is well 

known, the United States and certain other countries made so many efforts in regard to 

increasin~nuclear armaments and spreading nuclear weapons to other States. 
In the light of these facts, how petty and insignificant are the objections voiced 

at our meeting of 27 May in the irritated replies of the representatives of certain 

NATO countries when speakin~ against the Soviet Union's proposal to turn the 
Mediterranean Sea into a denuclearized zone: (ENDC/PV.l37). Would it not be better 

if the Western representatives, instead of reacting so hastily and accusing without 
any reason the Soviet Union and the other social.ist·States of making propaganda; gave 

first of all an opportunity to express themselves to the governments and peoples of 
those countries which this proposal directly concerns, some of which are also members 

of our Committee? 
Let us take a sober look at the actual arguments advanced by the Western 

representatives against the Soviet proposal at our meeting of 27 May. Just as in the 
case of other proposals of the socialist countries, the ·western Powers in the first 

place put forward the objection, which has just been repeeted today by the United 

States representative, :Mr. Stelle (supro.. p. 20 ),that this is a one-sided measure whi.ch 
would give military advantages to the socialist countries. The United Kingdom 

representative, Mr. Godber, tried (ENDC/PV.l37, pp.23-24) to create the impression 
that the Western Powers were compelled to set about making their arrangements, which 
are dangerous to the cause of peace, because the Soviet Union is threatening with 
its rockets the security of the countries of this area, and that the sending of 
nuclear submarines with Polaris missiles on board is a necessary counter-measure for 
the purpose of maintaining the so-called "balance of forces". 

representative, Mr. stelle, also asserted that: 

The United States 

"Such a proposal ••• breaches the essential principle of balance 
carefully enunciated in the Joint Statemen~ of Agreed Principles " . . . . (ibid. ,p. 2?) 
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But how can we believe these words of the representative of the United states and 

the United Kingdom when such an authoritative person as the United States Chief of 

Naval Operations, Admiral Anderson, takes an entirely different view of the introduction 

of United States nuclear submarines into the Mediterranean Sea? On 4 March 1963, at a 

meeting of the Armed Forces sub-Committee of the United states Senate, Admiral Anderson 

openly stated the following: 

(Continued in English) 

11 ••• the doployment of these POLl'.I~IS to the MeJ.i-terrflD.ean is of great 
cdvc.ntc.ge t c Us r.n1 c rct:'.t disc.dva.nta[~e to the RussiGns. 

"First of all, it extends the submarines into an area where the 
Ru.seians have no cntisubma.rine CO.)JD.bility at c.ll at the ryresent time ••• " 
(Military Procurement Authorization, Fiscal Year 1964, n-:688). 

. . 1· I . 

(Continued in Russian) 
As you see, the point is not at all, as V.r. stelle and certain other Western 

representatives are trying to maintain, that by its proposal the Soviet Union is 

upsetting some sort of "balance of forces". We are perfectly right when we say that 

the decision of the United states Government ~o introduce nuclear submarine into the 

Mediterranean Sea is a one-sided aggressive measure which aggravates the situation 

and increases the danger of a nuclear conflict with all the consequences it entails. 

But that is only one aspect of the matter. At the same time there is also the 

very serious fact that by its policy the United Sto.tes is literally bringing nuclear 
weapons and the danger of the outbreak of a nuclear war to the doorsteps of the peoples 

of the Mediterranean, and exposing them to o.ll the terrible consequences of a nuclear 

conflict. 

This is an incontrovertible fact. But the leader of the United Kingdom delegation, 

contrary to all the laws of logic, is not only unwilling to see this fact; but in his 

statement at our meeting of 27 May he even asserted (ENTIC/W.l37, p. 25) that the 

introduction of United States nuclear submarines with Polaris missiles on board into the 

Mediterranean Sea is . for the peoples of that area a miraculous guarantee against the 

outbre-ak of a nuclear war. As is well known-- end he confirmed this at the srune meeting-

he did not put forward this peculiar argument accidentally. In his view, the feverish 

arming and the piling up of nuclear weapons are a most effective guarantee against the 

outbreak of war. 
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Another argument advanced by Hr. Godber (~., p, 23) was that nuclear-free zones 

should not be created in areas where the armed forces of the two groups are directly in 
contact, or where this would affect .the defensive measures of States; with regard to 
Europe, he said that such a measure would not be practicable. This assertion of the 

United Kingdom representative runs counter to the basic principles of all logic. It is 

quite obvious that, for the measures of which we are talking to be effective and to 
lead to positive results, they must be put into effect wherever the appropriate 

conditions exist and, in the first place, wherever there is or may come into being the 
focus of a potential clash of the armed forces of the Powers. The point is that, 
unlike Mr. Godber, we demand that the measures on which we have to reach agreement here 
should not be . purely formal or merely ends in themselves, but that they should actually 

contribute to the consolidation of peace throughout the world. 
At our meeting of 27 May the Western representatives also tried to label the 

Soviet proposal as propaganda. (ENDC/PV.l37, p.22). It has alre~dy become a habit 
of the Western Powers to use this expression whenever the socialist countries mention 

in their statements the activities of aggressi~e Vlestern circles, activities which run 

counter to the aims we are pursuing in this Committee. We believe that world public 
opinipn .can itself best decide what is and what is not propaganda. But if you wish at 

all costs to describe in such words propoaals such as the latest proposal of the Soviet 

Government, then we frankly tell you that we only welcome it if we find similar 

propaganda in support of peace coming from your side as well. 
It appears that what is not to your liking and what you try to minimize in your 

statements is the fact that this document of the Soviet Government sheds light on the 
activities in which you are engaged -- as we have already pointed out on many oocasiGns 

outside this council chamber. But we have already had occasion several times to 
tell you that we will not pass it over in silence when, on the one hand, you assure us 
here that you are prepared to conduct negotiations on dtsarmament a,Ild to reach an 
agreement, but in fact you do everything possible to intensify even further the feverish 

armaments race, to act as the advocates .of the West German militarists and revanchists, 

and to spread nuclear weapons to other states and areas, including the Mediterranean. 

In conclusion, I should like to touch briefly on one other important question. In 
the field of so-called collateral measures, the delegations of the socialist countries 

in our Committee have already submitted several proposals prompted by a sincere effort to 
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lessen. international tension in the world, to reduce t~threat of a nuclear war and to 

create favourable conditions for the achievement of an agreement on disarmament. However, 

we observe on the part of the Western Powers a tendency not only to avoid a businesslike 

discussion of these proposals, but also literallY an anxiousness to get rid of them 

without any preliminary serious and businesslike discussion of them. Such an approach 
cannot lead us to any positive result, and the experience we have had so far shows this 

quite clearly. 

The importance of the document before us and its usefulness f or the cause of peace, 

not only in the area of the 1',1editerranean Sea, but throughout the world, urgently 

require that all the delegations, aware of their responsibility in the eyes of the 

peoples of their own countries and in the eyes of world public opinion, should set about 

a businesslike and serious discussion of the proposal submitted by the Soviet Government. 

The CHAIRl>iAN (Burmn.): I call on the representative of the Soviet Union, 

who wishes to exercise his right of reply. 

1tt. TSAP~IN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translation from Russian): 

I . shall be very brief. The representatives of the Western Powers indicate as a reason 

for their objection to certain measures proposed by us that they cannot agree to a 

measure which would be one-sided or would jeopardize the security of one sl.de. That 
is what the United States representative, ~x. Stelle, said in his statement today 

(s upr a, p. 17 ) • That thesis has been purposely devised in order to obstruct real 
disarmament measures, and we do not agree with it. 

However, even if we approach from that angle the assessment of the Soviet proposal 

(ENDC/77) for the conclusion of a non-aggression pact, it is clear to everyone that 
·in its basis this :measure is purely bilateral and not one-sicLed. It binds the two 

opposing groups with the obligation not to attack each other. No proofs are necessary 

to confirm that such a measure as the conclusion of a non-aggression pact would not 

jeopardize anyone's security. On the contrary, a non-aggression pact would tie the 

hands of those who are hatching aggressive plans. Therefore the conclusion of a 

pact would only contribute to enhancing security. That is an irrefutable truth 

requiring no proof. 

Today' s statement of the United states representative has shown that the United 

States continues to object to the proposal for a pact. This attitude is all the more 

regrettable as Mr. Stelle made his statement without having carefully studied the 

arguments which we have set forth and which show the utter flimsiness of the arguments 
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on which the West.ern Powers rely in avoiding acceptance of the Soviet proposal for 

the conclusion of a non-aggression pact. 

MaQY of the statements made here in the Comndttee have shown the utter flimsiness 
of the Western Powers' objections to the proposal for the conclusion of a non-aggression 

pact. If the purpose of the Vlestern Powers in taking part in the work of the Committee 

is not in order to impose their will, now that all their arguments against a non-
aggression pact have been demolished, they should take this fact into consideration and 
re-consider their negative attitude towards the Soviet proposal for the conclusion of 
a non-agression pact. They should adopt a constructive attitude and agree to enter into 

a non-aggression pact. This will be welcomed with the greatest satisfaction both in 
our own Committee and throughout the world. 

The Conference decided to issue the following communigue: 

"The Conference of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament today held its 
one hundred and thirty-ninth plenary meeting in the Palais des Nations, Geneva, 

under the chairmanship of U Maung Maung Gyi, representative of Burma. 
"statements were made by the representatives of the Soviet Union, the Uni-lied 

states, Poland and Czechoslovakia. 
"The next meeting of the Conference will be held on Wednesday, 5 June 1963, 

at 10.30 a.m." 

The meeting rose at 12.40 ~ m. 






